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Abstract 

Rash Driving is one of the major causes of road related accidents these days. Organizations are trying to curb these accidents but 

the solution to this problem is generally very costly. We suggest an alternate and efficient solution for this problem by using 

smartphones. Smartphones come with all sorts of sensors. By utilizing the sensors provided in smartphones we propose a system 

which will be able to analyze the driving behavior of the Driver and also provide the organization with the real time information 

of the driver. If any signs of Rash driving is detected the organization will be alerted by the method of push notification.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Rash and reckless driving is one of the major causes of hazardous road accidents. These accidents may be caused due to mental 

nature of the driver, driving under the influence of alcohol or any other drug or just by tiredness. But these incidents cause a lot of 

loss both to the driver as well as the victim. It is one of the serious problem and usually goes unnoticed by the agencies.  Rash 

Driving can be defined as driving with violation of rules laid by authorities. More often these driving behaviors follow similar 

patterns. Our aim is to identify these driving patterns by the use of sensors present in the smartphones and alert the user as well as 

related authorities before it leads to an accident. The main reason of abnormal or irregular curvy movements is the lane position 

maintenance which causes weaving, drifting, weaving & turning with a wide radius. Weaving means moving a vehicle in zigzag 

manner. Also sudden brakes and accelerations are a part of rash driving. These sudden changes in lanes can be identified by using 

gyro and accelerometer by observing y ,z accelerations and the sudden brakes by change in accelerometer x values.  

II. COMPONENTS 

 Android App 

Since Android is one of the most used operating system these days its usual that most of the drivers will have android based 

smartphones. There are two parts of the app. These are as follows:- 

 Driver App 

The Driver app will be the app which should be installed on the driver’s smart device. This app will first identify the driver whether 

the driver is present in the database or not. After the verification it will check whether all the required sensors are present in the 

device. If all the sensors are present it will start analysing the driving pattern of the driver’s vehicle. If instances of rash driving are 

detected then it will make appropriate changes in the database. Also it will keep track of driver’s current location and current speed 

and update the database with these values regularly. 
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Fig. 1: Drivers app 

 Admin App 

The adman’s side of the application will be installed on the device which needs to monitor the driver’s behaviors. The app will 

first identify the user with the login activity. There are also activities will allow registration of new user and addition and removal 

of new drivers. The app will show all the current drivers along with their most recently recorded speed. The admin can click on a 

drop down menu to get the location of the selected driver. 

 
Fig. 2: Admin App 

 SQL Database 

A local server with SQL database connectivity was used for the specific purpose of data management. PHP scripts were used for 

APIs used in the Android app. A call to the PHP URL and by passing parameters the job of data storage and retrieval was taken 

care of. For the bulk of data at places where required, JSON was also used. Structured data, primarily relational based is used for 

record storage. The records contain data about the login credentials, driver information, logs of driver’s driving. 
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Fig. 3: Databases 

 API’s 

The app mainly uses two google API’s. These APT’s can be easily added to your project by registering them at 

“https://console.developers.google.com”. These are Google map API and GCM API. 

 Google maps API is used because adds maps based on Google Maps data to your Android application. The API automatically 

handles access to Google Maps servers, map display and response to user gestures such as clicks and drags. 

 GCM (Google Cloud Messaging API) is used to send notification data or information from the sql server  to app. 

 
Fig. 4: Used API’s 

III. DEVELOPMENT 

 Android Studio IDE 

Android Studio IDE was used for Android app development, primarily because it is the recommended platform to develop Android 

applications on and is also very easy and convenient to use. The GUI design is easy to make by providing a layout editor with drag 
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and drop functionality. The built-in tools make it easy to spot possible error conditions and provide fixes. Its Rich layout editor 

provides easy understanding of codes and also provides support for easy debugging. 

 
Fig. 5: Android Studio 

 WAMP 

WAMP is an application server application. It provides Support to create local server and host php Scrpits. WAMP was used to 

create database on local server which can me used or interfaced with the android app using php scripts. 

 
Fig. 6: WAMP 
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IV. BENEFITS 

 Based on Android platform which can be further extended to other platforms like IOS, Windows Mobile, Blackberry OS, and 

Symbian etc. 

 Uses no extra sensors i.e. only uses sensors present in most of the smartphones. 

 Provides surveillance option to the admin 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

This project involves the use of smartphone and inbuilt sensors to detect rash driving which makes it feasible and can be easily 

adopted by organizations which don’t want to spend too much capital into the vehicles but still want to contribute to the security 

of its employees and other citizens on the road. The driving patterns and the modules present in the app can be easily modified and 

ported to other mobile platforms.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

A highly efficient and feasible Rash driving system. The Android Based Smart phone which is present in the vehicle will be able 

to recognize driving patterns and detect rash driving. The system allows monitoring of multiple such sessions simultaneously. The 

System also uses GPS which helps to provide a better view to the administrator. In our future work we plan on to use other sensors 

present in device to make the application more useful. Also we plan on to make arrangements to find nearby devices and alert them 

in case of rash driving 
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